Customer Service
Representative
Itron Analytics (Gas/Water)

With growing interest in conservation, recent changes in technology and the rise of the technology-literate generation, consumers require
meaningful engagements with their utility. These interactions need to include comprehensive information that makes the customer feel
like the utility is aware of their situation and is insightful about their questions and problems. To meet these needs, Customer Service
Representatives (CSRs) need information and tools that help them quickly make the experience with the customer feel tailored to the
individual customer’s needs.
Providing CSRs with the resources they need to have helpful, satisfying customer interactions is essential for good utility customer
engagement.
Good CSR tools should help the CSR
provide quick, informed answers that the
customer cannot get on their own. The
Itron Analytics CSR application for water
and gas provides outcomes including:
»» Information about recent consumption
and its impact on the customer bill
»» Insights about the recent consumption
and historic consumption patterns that
help determine the presence of a leak
or the possibility of theft
»» Comparison information that suggests
if conservation could be recommended
»» Indication of adherence to restriction
policies and programs
CSR Screen Showing Gas Account Information

OVERVIEW

Water Consumption Graph Showing Leak Events

Water Meter Tab Showing Service Meter Information
Water Drilldown Graph Showing Minimum and Maximum Flow

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Customer Service Representative is designed to provide CSRs
with quick access to information needed to address customer
issues.

»» Usage and flow summary information such as aggregations
(e.g. weekly, monthly, quarterly), min/max flow and peer usage
comparison

»» Support for water and gas (and soon electric) commodities

»» Meter event history such as leak and theft events

»» Map showing service point location

»» Ability to request demand reads

»» Display of customer account information

»» Meter details such as type, size, status and register read

Join us in creating a more resourceful world.
To learn more visit itron.com
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